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Abstract—Access to complete data in large scale networks is often infeasible. Therefore, the problem of missing data is a crucial and
unavoidable issue in analysis and modeling of real-world social networks. However, most of the research on different aspects of social
networks do not consider this limitation. One effective way to solve this problem is to recover the missing data as a pre-processing
step. The present paper tries to infer the unobserved data from both diffusion network and network structure by learning a model from
the partially observed data. We develop a probabilistic generative model called ”DiffStru” to jointly discover the hidden links of network
structure and the omitted diffusion activities. The interrelations among links of nodes and cascade processes are utilized in the proposed
method via learning coupled low dimensional latent factors. In addition to inferring the unseen data, the learned latent factors may also
help network classification problems such as community detection. Simulation results on synthetic and real-world datasets show the
excellent performance of the proposed method in terms of link prediction and discovering the identity and infection time of invisible social
behaviors.
Index Terms—Information Diffusion, Partially Observed Social Network, Network Structure.
F
1 INTRODUCTION
SOCIAL networks are essential platforms for the interac-tion of people by explicit link through following each
other as well as implicit connection by sharing information.
The widespread use of social networks by increasing the
number of users, the large number of interactions between
them, and the amount of information propagation over
these networks has led to a line of research focused on an-
alyzing and modeling these networks. The target audiences
for the results of these research are either (1) the owners
of these platforms (e.g., Twitter, Instagram) who own the
data, or (2) the third party enterprises with customers that
are users of these platforms (e.g., advertising companies,
product providers, news analysts). Solving the problem
of missing data for the latter community is the focus of
this paper. In the context of large scale social media, data
collection is a massive, expensive, and time-consuming task
for the third party companies. Typically, social datasets are
provided for a limited time period and include a subset of
users for specific applications. In practice, having access to
complete data of a network is impossible even for a short
period of time, and we often observe a partial subset of
social data, because of the following reasons: (1) API call
restrictions: Most social network platforms provide public
API for their data access in well-defined formats and au-
tomatically trigger a rate-limiting mechanism. (2) Rate-limit
for web crawler: Websites usually set a limited number of
requests for fetching data per IP address. When a crawler is
scraping the site, a temporary ban is done when its request
rate goes above the predefined limit. (3) Sampling technique:
Due to the large volume and variety of data in a network,
sampling methods are used for prioritization. Depending on
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the sampling method, missing data arise through the collec-
tion process. (4) Protecting privacy: Statistics have shown that
private accounts and rates of private activities are steadily
rising by users of social networks [1]. Since web crawlers do
not have access to the information of the private accounts,
the collected dataset does not represent the complete data.
Although lots of researches have been done on different
aspects of social networks, most of them do not consider
the problem of missing data. Hence, the completeness as-
sumption in those social network methods affects their
performance on real data. To alleviate this problem, some
methods utilize a pre-processing algorithm on the input
datasets to obtain a set with the least missing data to
compensate for their completeness assumption. The main
question is: How can we apply the existing methods on
the original crawled data of social networks that contain
missing data? In this paper, we try to provide an answer to
this question for a specific type of data (graph structured
data with diffusion information), by proposing a generative
probabilistic method called DiffStru.
A network can be modeled by a graph including users
and their interactions. The activity of users during time is
another data that represents a kind of phenomenon over
network named diffusion. Diffusion is usually known as a
set of propagation processes called cascade. A cascade is
basically the process of transmitting information from one
user to another connected user, in a network. In a cascade,
a user is said to be infected if it receives a republished
information from another user. In this context, infection time
is the time of user activity in publishing or republishing
information in a cascade. It is good to note that in most
of the social platforms, name of nodes and their infection
time are the only accessible data from cascades and other
additional data such as the infection path and the trace of
who infected whom is unknown.
Even if we consider a set of nodes in data collection and
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2obtain the links between them for a time interval, we
have some unobserved links due to the aforementioned
limitations. On the other hand, unobserved information in
diffusion data appears as missing activity of nodes in each
cascade. Figure (1) illustrates the problem we are trying
to solve. Given a limited time period having a partially
observed graph structure of the network and diffusion
information containing the same set of users, our goal
is completing the missing data. We make the following
assumptions: (1) We assume that the data is collected in
a limited time interval, such that the network structure is
static and there is no timestamp for the creation of the
link, in that interval. Moreover, with this assumption, the
collected diffusion information during the crawling is done
over a static structure. Therefore, the network links are also
static, and the data is fixed during interactions. On the other
hand, a cascade has a limited lifespan and spreads over
hours to days, so the sequence from beginning to end of
a cascade is usually fixed within a limited data collection
interval. (2) We are not interested in hidden nodes that do
not have any global or local signals in structure or diffusion
data. However, we can somewhat handle users with private
accounts. Although we cannot observe their profiles and
activities, but we can obtain their interactions from the list
of following/followers of their visible neighbors. Therefore,
the one-step neighbors of visible users are not hidden while
we are not engaged in any hidden neighbors of private
users. (3) We consider that the source and mediators of an
information dissemination process are internal factors of the
network, and any external agents are ignored.
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Fig. 1: Our problem at a glance. The upper part is what
actually exists in reality (ground-truth), and the lower part
is the subset of the upside information that is available
(observed). The objective of this paper is to use the structural
information (left side) and the diffusion information (right
side) in the observed mode (bottom layer) for accurately
extracting the complete data (top layer).
As mentioned before, incomplete data in the collected set
from a social network is inevitable, and missing data can
significantly affect the difference between the output of
methods and what actually happens in the real world [2].
Considering the missing data in two levels of structure
and diffusion at the same time, makes the data inference
challenging. Here, we try to make the inference tractable
by selecting the appropriate distributions on the data. We
present a novel generative model for jointly inferring the
partial network structure and the information diffusion. The
contributions of this paper are as follows:
‚ Tackling the problem of missing data in real world
social datasets by proposing a new probabilistic gen-
erative model to jointly discover the hidden links of
network structure and omitted diffusion activities.
‚ Investigating the joint properties of structure and
diffusion via probabilistic matrix factorization.
‚ Inferring the missing links of a network structure
and the missing activities of nodes when a partial
graph and a set of cascades with missing data are
observable.
‚ Inferring the diffusion behavior of users even when
the user page is private, and we have no information
about her/his activities.
‚ Demonstrating that the low-dimensional representa-
tions for characteristics of users and cascades during
the inference of DiffStru can be widely used in em-
bedding and classification problems.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section
(2), we review the related work, while Section (3) presents
the problem statement. We present the propose model in
Section (4). In Section (5), we present the empirical results
on synthetic and real-world datasets. Finally, we present the
conclusion with a discussion of some future work in Section
(6).
2 RELATED WORK
Partially observed data has received an enormous attention
in previous studies of social networks. Some works have
focused on measuring the impact of missing data on
properties of network and diffusion process. In [3], the
properties of full cascade is estimated given an incomplete
cascade with complete knowledge of the network structure.
The authors in [2] study the characteristics of diffusion
process over the partial structure of the network. Non-
negative tensor factorization (NTF) tries to model the
snapshots of incomplete network and builds a surrogate
network similar to the ground-truth network in size and
distribution of simulated epidemic. On the other hand, Its
extended model named joint NTF, uses coupled complete
information [4]. Finally, some works have also explored
estimating the statistic properties of the global network
from partial data [5]. As shown in Table (1), the related
TABLE 1: Classification of studies on diffusion process
and network structure dimensions from the perspective of
Complete (C), and Partially (P) data. (N) stands for Not
considering that dimension.
Structure
C P N
C Network completion. Structure Inference
P Cascade PredictionMissing Detection Focus of this paper Cascade Prediction
D
iff
us
io
n
N Diffusion Modeling Link PredictionNetwork completion
work to our problem includes a wide range of research
3from network completion to link and cascade prediction.
Nevertheless, none of these works are entirely in line
with the proposed method. The focus of this paper is on
simultaneous inference from both structure and diffusion
data, and currently, there is no previous work that is
precisely related to the goals of the proposed method.
Here, we summarize the algorithms with the assumption of
incomplete data, either in structure or diffusion data.
Network completion: This category aims to recover the
missing parts of a network. The omitted part can include
nodes and links. KronEM predicts them by combing an
Expectation-Maximization (EM) with the Kronecker model
of graphs [6]. Some works utilize the side information such
as node attribute [7] or pairwise similarity between nodes
[8] to complete the network.
Link prediction: There are numerous proposed models to
predict lost links in a network when all nodes and some
links are present, including, traditional supervised and
unsupervised learning methods, probabilistic stochastic
block model, matrix or tensor factorization [9], locally-
based algorithms, and deep learning based approaches
[10]. When a partial network is observable on both of the
present and absent links, [11] utilizes a link prediction
matrix factorization with features of nodes in order to
predict unobserved links. [12] uses the diffusion features
such as interactive activities of nodes in cascades against
topology features for link prediction. Link prediction in [13]
is modeled with matrix factorization using the similarity of
retweeting information between the pairs of users.
Structure inference: When the interaction topology of a
network is entirely unreachable, an inference approach is
put forward using visible independent measurements [14],
utilizing the process over the network or with the help of
received signals from nodes to infer their connections. Many
attempts have been made to solve this problem only based
on diffusion knowledge, from static assumption requiring
time stamp [15], [16], [17], [18] or without infection time [19]
to dynamic inference [20], [21]. As a step further towards
using prior knowledge, some works employ in-degree
distribution for nodes [22], and measurements such as
pathways, network properties, and information about the
links or nodes [23].
Diffusion prediction: How to identify the future infected
nodes in a cascade sequence by observing the incomplete
and primary part of the cascade? In specific, the LSTM
architectures is used for predicting the next node in a
cascade with the help of a complete network structure [24],
estimating the next node [25] or finding the next infection
time with the ranking of nodes as the next infection step
[26], [27].
Diffusion modeling: This is a task for modeling the pattern
and path of cascade over a network. [?] use EM algorithm
to predict propagation with discrete time Independent
Cascade (IC) model.
Missing Detection: When a complete graph of the network
is available, but we have access to the incompetence
information propagation, then discovering the source of
diffusion is a critical issue [28]. NetFill finds the missing
infected nodes and source of diffusion by observing
incomplete and noisy cascades with proposing a model
based on a Minimum Description Length (MDL) [29].
Mutual impact of structure and diffusion: There have been
several works on analyzing the dynamic-on (diffusion)
and dynamic-off (structure) network [30], [31]. Diffusion
affects network evolution, and the network alteration
influences the life cycle of diffusion. Therefore, dynamics
on and off, have effect on each other [32]. [33] proposes a
time-delayed model for new link formation depending on
pre-existing links over time. [34] finds new links by classical
link prediction methods, then apply diffusion process on
new networks and evaluate and analyze the structural and
diffusion processes of evolved networks.
To the best of our knowledge, none of the existing re-
search incorporates the simultaneous joint structure and dif-
fusion data to solve the problem of missing data, although
they try to recover the missing parts of both, separately.
3 THE PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this section, we introduce the notations and symbols
that will be used in the paper. Then, the problem of joint
inference of structure and diffusion networks from partially
observed data is clearly stated.
3.1 Notations and Definitions
We model a static social network with graph G “ pV,Eq
where V represents N nodes (users of network), N “ |V |
and E indicates the set of edges between nodes. Link
Eij is formed from the relationship of node i to node j.
These edges represent directed and unweighted interactions
(Eij ‰ Eji) without considering the self links. Suppose
G P t0, 1uNˆN is the corresponding asymmetric adjacency
matrix of G. In addition to the network structure, we have
a set of information diffusion cascades C among the users
represented by a matrix C P RNˆM . By denoting the
overall spread of each information as cascade cj ; the element
Cpvi, cjq “ tij represents that cascade cj reached the user
vi and infected it at hit time tij P r0, T s Y 8, where 8 used
for users that are not infected by cj during the observation
window r0, T s. We also assume that hit time is set to zero at
the beginning of each cascade, and the cascade cannot infect
each node more than once during its lifetime.
In this paper, matrices, vectors, and scalars are identified
by uppercase bold-faced (X P Rpˆq), lowercase bold-faced
(x P Rpˆ1) and normal lowercase (x) letters, respectively.
By convention, here, all vectors are column-based, and xi
is the i-th element of vector x. In a similar manner, X:j
is the j-th column, Xi: is the i-th row of matrix X, and
Xij is the entry in the i-th row and j-th column of X.
The m ˆ m identity matrix is denoted by Im. XT P Rqˆp
returns the transpose of a matrix and vecpXq P Rpqˆ1 is the
linear operator flattening all the columns of the matrix to a
column-based vector. For matrices X P Rpˆq and Y P Rrˆs,
pX b Yq P Rprˆqs is referred to the Kronecker product of
two matrices. If p “ r, andq “ s then pX ˝ Yq P Rpˆq
denotes the Hadamard product (elementwise).
Definition 3.1. Partially observed structure network: Since
the links of network graph G is not fully observable,
the available structure of a network is a sub-graph
4G´ “ pV, E´q Ď G. Let G´ be a N ˆN binary matrix where
the set of one value entries Ω` “ tpi, jq : G´ij “ 1u
denotes exiting observed links of the network. Ω´
represents the missing links while it may not surely
mean to imply that there is no link, but for each entry
pi, jq P Ω´, we may have Gij “ 1 or Gij “ 0 in the
oracle network. Therefore, Matrix Ω P t0, 1uNˆN is an
indicator matrix that 1 is in the location of pi, jq P Ω`
and 0 in the location of pi, jq P Ω´.
Definition 3.2. Partially observed information diffusion:
A piece of information j propagates over the structure
network, by transmitting through the links from an
infected node to a uninfected node. Each cascade can
be expressed as a N ˆ 1 vector pC:jq. Since a contagion
does not reach all N observed users of the network, we
face with a sparse vector for each cascade. Let C´:j be
the observed vector for cascade j, which contains only a
subset of the infected users with their hit times. Formally,
Γ`j “ tpiq : Cij P R` ^ C´ij “ Ciju is a set of indices
of the observed entries. The state of other nodes of the
network Γ´j “ tV zΓ`j u is hidden to us, while in the
ground-truth of the diffusion process they may be in-
fected or legitimate uninfected nodes. By aggregating all
the observed vectors of M different cascades in a matrix
pC´q, the mask matrix for partially observable knowledge
of diffusion can be represented with Γ P t0, 1uNˆM
which is a mapping from the collection of M vector
indices (Γ`j“1,...,M and Γ
´
j“1,...,M ) to a matrix space.
3.2 Relation between Diffusion Behavior and Network
Structure
As shown in Figure (2), a network structure includes a set of
users and social links between them, while the information
propagates among these users. A user would receive a piece
of information if one of her/his friends (a user that he has
a link to him) had posted or reposted it. Therefore, a node
infection can be a sign of how the nodes interact with each
other in the network structure. However, the links between
users can impact the diffusion process. In conclusion, the
diffusion process can reflect and also drive the structure
of the network, which demonstrates that two matrices G
and C are correlated with each other. We will model this
correlation property by assuming that G and C are sharing
the same latent factors by employing a coupled matrix
factorization.
3.3 Problem Statement
Given the partially observed network structure matrix G´
and information diffusion matrix C´, our goal is to recover
the non-observed links of a network by estimating matrix Gˆ
and obtain the approximated hit time of unobserved users
of the network who are interacting hiddenly in diffusion
processes with discovering matrix Cˆ.
3.4 Matrix Factorization
Since our goal is recovering the hidden entries of two
partially observed matrices, it can be modeled like a kind
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Fig. 2: An illustration for showing the relation between par-
tially observed diffusion information and network structure.
A link from ”D” to ”E” means D is following E, so E is the
followee and his post is monitored by D who is the follower.
TABLE 2: Major notations and symbols used for DiffStru
Symbol Description
N ,M Number of users, cascades
C N ˆM diffusion matrix
G N ˆN structure matrix
D Dimension of latent low-rank factorize matrices
fp.q Logistic sigmoid function
Ξ Binary latent auxiliary variable for structure graph
Π Binary hyper-parameter for diffusion information
X D ˆN User latent features
Y D ˆM Cascade latent features
U D ˆN Factor latent features
Nt Multivariate distribution for t dimension vector
MN tq tˆ q Matrix Gaussian distribution
of matrix completion problem. Matrix factorization is a
prevalent and effective technique for matrix completion
problem by approximating a given matrix A P Rmˆn as
a product of two low-rank latent factor matrices W P Rmˆr
and H P Rrˆn with constraint on r ! min pm,nq, such
that A « WH . The latent factors W and H are r Di-
mension representation matrices and can be interpreted as
embedding for rows and columns of A. These factors can
be learned even if A is partially observed by minimizing
the reconstruction error for the observed entries in order to
recover the full A [?].
4 THE PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we present the proposed model framework
and how to infer the latent factor matrices. Table (2) sum-
marizes the notations that we use in the proposed method.
4.1 Model Framework
The cascade matrix C, can be modeled as:
Cij “ XT:iY:j ` ij ij „ N p0, σ2Cq (1)
where X P RDˆN and Y P RDˆM are low-rank matrices
representing the user and cascade latent features, and ij de-
notes the residual noise sampled independently from zero-
mean Gaussian distribution with variance σ2C . Therefore, the
conditional distribution over all the observed infected nodes
is:
P pC|X,Y, σ2Cq “
Nź
i“1
Mź
j“1
rN pCij |XT:iY:j , σ2CqsΓij (2)
5The structural network in the latent feature space is
associated with a stochastic auxiliary variable Rij :
Gij “ BernoullipfpRijqq
Rij “ XT:iU:j ` εij εij „ N p0, σ2Rq (3)
where fptq “ 1
1` e´t is the logistic sigmoid function. fp.q
is utilized to bound the range of Rij to r0, 1s. The low-rank
matrices X P RDˆN and U P RDˆN denote the user specific
and factor specific latent features, respectively. While Rij
ranges from ´8 to `8, we choose Gaussian distribution
to support this range of value. Therefore, εij is a zero-mean
Gaussian noise. The diagram for this part of model is shown
in Figure (3).
N pXT:iU:j , σ2Rq
„
Rij 0.5 q “ fpRijq q
1´ q
„
Gij
Fig. 3: Diagram of the generalized linear model for estimat-
ing the underlying link existence („ means sampling from
the left distribution).
For expressing G, which takes binary values, a binary
latent auxiliary variable Ξ is employed as a link observer
variable. Ξij “ 0 means that we did not observe Gij
(link existence between nodes vi and vj has not been in-
vestigated), so G´ij “ 0, while Ξij “ 1 implies that G´ij
was observed and based on pi, jq included in Eij or not,
G´ij takes one or zero values, respectively. While Gij is
conditional on the value of Ξij , the distribution function
of Gij can be modeled as a mixture of two distributions
with mixing weight Ξij . The two components of Gij are
assumed to be a Bernoulli distributions with probability of
success fpRijq and a Dirac delta distribution at zero:
Gij „ ΞijpBernoullipfpRijqqq ` p1´Ξijqpδ0q (4)
We consider the Bernoulli distribution for latent auxiliary
variable Ξij . By assuming same observation probability for
all pairs of nodes @
i,jPV ,i‰j
pvi, vjq, a conjugate Beta prior
with hyper-parameters α1 and α2 are assigned to the pa-
rameter µΞ:
Ξij „ BernoullipµΞq µΞ „ Betapα1, α2q (5)
The stochastic modeling of the hyper-parameter matrix Π as
an observer for C, leads to an impossible inference model.
Therefore, we resort to a deterministic model. The hyper-
parameter Πir indicates that we have observer knowledge
about the infection of node vi in cascade cr or not. Figure (4)
shows the generative Bayesian probabilistic representation
of the proposed method for jointly inferring the Diffusion
and Structure of the network called ”DiffStru”. Our basic
idea for joint inference is incorporating the shared latent
factor X between network structure and diffusion matrices
and choosing the suitable prior distributions for considering
the side information.
When a user account is private, no information about
her/his diffusion behavior is available, and hence, the cor-
responding rows of latent factors will be empty. However,
we can handle these empty rows of matrices by integrating
the side information as prior knowledge for capturing the
correlation between users or cascades. Here, a zero-mean
multivariate Gaussian distribution is employed as a conju-
gate prior:
Yd: „ NM p0,WY q ,Xd: „ NN p0,WXq ,Ud: „ NN p0,WU q
(6)
We exploit the diffusion and topological metrics as prior
distributions for each row of the latent matrices Yd:,
Ud:, and Xd:, with covariance matrices WY , WU , and
WX , respectively. Each element of full covariance matri-
ces WY P RMˆM (WU P RNˆN or WX P RNˆN ) in these
distributions capture the relationship between the pair of
cascades (users) and also the correlation between different
features of a cascade (user). These covariance matrices will
apply both the covariances between rows and columns of
matrices in the priors [35]. We will show later in Section
(5.4) how to initialize these covariances.
In the general formulation based on the graphical model in
Figure (4), the joint distribution over the observed, latent,
and auxiliary random variables given the hyper-parameters
Θ “ tWY ,WX ,WU , α1, α2, σ2C , σ2R,Πu is given by:
P pX,U,Y,R,Ξ, µΞ,G,C|Θq “
Nź
i“1
Mź
j“1
`N pRij |XT:iU:j , σ2Rq
ˆrN pCij |XT:iY:j , σ2CqsΠij ˆ rBernoullipG|fpRijqqsΞij
ˆBernoullipΞij |µΞqBetapµΞ|α1, α2q˘ˆ Dź
d“1
`NM pYd:|0,WY q
ˆNN pXd:|0,WXq ˆNN pUd:|0,WU q ˘
(7)
which is expressed as Algorithm (1).
Algorithm 1: Generative process for DiffStru graph-
ical model
1 µΞ „ Betapα1, α2q
2 Yd:
iid„ NM p0,WY q ,@d “ 1, ..., D
3 Xd:
iid„ NN p0,WXq ,@d “ 1, ..., D
4 Ud:
iid„ NN p0,WU q ,@d “ 1, ..., D
5 foreach user i “ 1, ..., N do
6 foreach user j “ 1, ..., N do
7 Ξij
iid„ BernoullipµΞq
8 Rij
iid„ N pXT:iU:j , σ2Rq
9 Gij
iid„ ΞijpBernoullipfpRijqqq ` p1´Ξijqpδ0q
10 end
11 foreach cascade r “ 1, ...,M do
12 Cir
iid„ΠirpN pXT:iY:r, σ2Cqq
13 end
14 end
We should learn the posterior distribution to estimate the
unobserved data by employing a Bayesian approach. Using
the Bayes rule, the posterior becomes an intractable integral.
For approximating these integrals, the MCMC algorithm
is a common approximation approach that tries to obtain
sufficient number of samples of the target distribution for a
dependable inference [36].
6Rij G´ij
σR
2
Ξij µΞ
α1 α2
Ud:
WU
Xd:
C´ir
Πir
Yd:
WX
WY
σC
2
i, j “ 1, ..., N
r “ 1, ...,M
d “ 1, .., D
trpΩTΩq
trpΓTΓq
Fig. 4: The generative Bayesian probabilistic representation
of the proposed model (DiffStru).
4.2 Model Inference
There are various ways to sample a distribution. In this case,
we use the Gibbs method as a MCMC technique, by iterative
sampling one variable from a conditional distribution with
fixing the remaining variables. In each iteration, all random
variables are updated based on the previous value of others.
We randomly initialize the values of random variables. To
minimize the effect of random initialization, we should
drop the first early samples, which is known as choosing
the sufficient burn-in period. Also, thinning the chain is
needed to avoid bias estimation to correlated samples and
reduce the cost of processing and storing. Thinning is done
by not considering the correlated samples and averaging
over every k-th iteration [36]. The proof of the following
equations can be found in the appendix for the sake of space
and readability.
Sampling Y: For sampling from variable Y, we estimate
conditional distribution of Y using the joint distribution:
P pY|´q9P pC|Πij ,XTY, σ2CqP pY|0,WY q
“
Nź
i“1
Mź
j“1
rN pXT:iY:j , σ2CqsΠij ˆ
Dź
d“1
rNM pYd:|0,WY qs (8)
Properties 4.1. Matrix Normal Distribution: A r ˆ t matrix
Z follows matrix normal distribution with mean matrix
T rˆt and covariance matrix
ř
Z
rtˆrt “ Btˆt bArˆr:
Z „ MN trpT,A,Bq, where A and B are positive-
definite real matrices. Then the probability density func-
tion is:
expp´1
2
trrB´1pZ´ TqTA´1pZ´ Tqsq
p2piq tr2 |B| r2 |A| t2 Thanks to
vec operator it also has the form:
vecpZq „ NtrpvecpT q,řZq where tr is the matrix di-
mension with t rows and r columns.
Properties 4.2. Transpose transform of Matrix Normal:
If matrix Z follows matrix normal distribution Z „
MN trpS,A,Bq, then the transpose of Z is also a ma-
trix normal with the same covariance parameters and
transposed mean matrix: ZT „MN rtpST ,A,Bq
In order to find the posterior for sampling Y, first we
re-write the above relation in the form of a normal matrix.
Due to conjugacy with using properties (4.1) and (4.2) the
posterior (8) is also Gaussian by using the vec operator:
P pvecpYq|´q „ NDM pvecpYq|µY ,
ÿ
Y
q (9)
where the covariance
ř
Y and mean µY are given by:ÿ
Y
“ rprpIM bXq ˝ pσ´2C pvecpΠqqT qspIM bXT qq ` pID bWY ´1qs´1
µY “
ÿ
Y
prpIM bXq ˝ pσ´2C pvecpΠqqT qsvecpCqq
(10)
Note that WY is a fixed hyper-parameter covariance matrix
and vecpΠq is the fixed mask matrix. Therefore, the terms
σ´2C pvecpΠqqT and ID bWY ´1 will not be updated in each
iteration and we can use them directly as inputs.
Sampling Ξ: The conditional posterior density of Ξ is:
P pΞ|´q9P pG|R,ΞqP pΞ|µq (11)
As discussed in the previous section, Ξij “ 1 when Γij “ 1,
and hence:
P pΞij |Gi,j “ 0,´q
“ rΞijp1´ fpRijqq ` p1´ΞijqIpGij “ 0qs ˆ µΞΞij p1´ µΞq1´Ξij
(12)
But this value should be inferred for elements when Γij “ 0.
In this case P pΞijq is a Bernoulli distribution:
P pΞij “ 0|Gi,j “ 0,´q9p1´ µΞq
P pΞij “ 1|Gi,j “ 0,´q9µΞp1´ fpRijqq (13)
Therefore, the sampling posterior is:
P pΞij “ 1|Gi,j “ 1,´q “ 1
P pΞij |Gi,j “ 0,´q “ Bernoullipξq ξ “ µΞ ´ µΞfpRijq
1´ µΞfpRijq
(14)
Sampling µΞ and µΠ: Due to the use of conjugate prior
for µΞ and µΠ, their conditional distribution will be a Beta
distribution. Equation (15) shows the details for µΞ:
P pµΞ|´q9P pΞ|µΞqP pµΞ|α1, α2q
“
Nź
i“1
Nź
j“1
rµΞijΞ p1´ µΞq1´Ξij
1
Bpα1, α2qµ
α1´1
Ξ p1´ µΞqα2´1s
„ BetapµΞ|α1 `
ÿ
i,j
Ξij, α2 `N2 ´
ÿ
i,j
Ξijq
(15)
Sampling U: Given the other latent variables, the posterior
of U is:
P pU|´q9P pR|XTU, σ2RqP pU|0,WU q
“
Nź
i“1
Nź
j“1
rN pRij |XT:iU:j , σ2Rqs ˆ
Dź
d“1
rNN pUd:|0,WU qs (16)
Therefore, we can sample vecpUq from the following distri-
bution:
P pvecpUq|´q „ NDN pvecpUq|µU ,
ÿ
U
q (17)
where the covariance
ř
U and mean µU are given by:ÿ
U
“ rppσ´2R IN q b pXXT qq ` pID bWU´1qs´1
µU “
ÿ
U
rpσ´2R IN bXqvecpRqs
7Note that σ´2R IN and ID bWU´1 are fixed input terms.
There is a problem in sampling the remaining variables
of the joint distribution (7), because of logistic likelihood
function which is not conjugate with other Gaussian terms.
Hence, we utilize the Polya-Gamma latent variables [37]
by adding an auxiliary random variable Λij (Figure (5))
for approximating the logistic likelihood with a Gaussian
distribution that can easily multiply with prior normal
distributions.
Rij G´ij
Eij
Λij
i, j “ 1, ..., N
Fig. 5: Adding Polya-gamma auxiliary variables (Λij) for
presenting the model as conditionally conjugate.
P pGij |Rij ,Eij “ 1q “ fpRijq “ 1
1` ep´Rijq “
epRijq
epRijq`1
“ 1
2
e
pGij´
1
2
qRij
8ż
0
e
´ΛijRij2
2 P pΛijqdΛij
(18)
where, P pΛijq „ PGpΛij |1, 0q. By conditioning (18) on
auxiliary variable, we obtain:
P pGij |Rij ,Eij “ 1,Λijq9expppGij ´ 0.5qRij ´ 1
2
ΛijR
2
ijq
(19)
Sampling Λ: The sampling of Λ is given by:
P pΛij |´q9P pGij |Rij ,Ξij “ 1,ΛijqP pΛijq
„ PGpΛij|1,Rijq (20)
Sampling X: The conditional distribution of user latent
features using the joint distribution of (7) is:
P pX|´q9P pC|Πij ,XTY, σ2CqP pR|XTU, σ2RqP pX|0,WXq
“
Nź
i“1
Mź
j“1
rN pCij |XT:iY:j , σ2CqsΠij
ˆ
Nź
i“1
Nź
j“1
rN pRij |XT:iU:j , σ2Rqs ˆ
Dź
d“1
rNN pXd:|0,WXqs
(21)
The posterior in (21) is also Gaussian by using the vec
operator. For simplicity, we obtain the parameters of the
transpose of X which has also a normal distribution:
P pvecpXTq|´q „ NDM pvecpXTq|µXT ,
ÿ
X
q (22)
where the covariance
ř
X and mean µX
T are given by:ÿ
X
“ rrppY b IN q ˝ pσ´2C pvecpΠqqT qqpYT b IN qs
`rσ´2R pUb IN qpUT b IN qs ` pID bWX´1qs´1
µTX “
ÿ
X
rrppY b IN q ˝ pσ´2C pvecpΠqqT qqvecpCqs
`pσ´2R pUb IN qvecpRqqs
Sampling R: The sampling of R is given by:
P pRij |´q „ N pRij |µRij , 1q (23)
where the mean µRij is given by:
µR “ ΞijpGij ´ 0.5qσ
2
R `XT:iU:j
ΞijΛijσ2R ` 1
(24)
The DiffStru algorithms can be found in Algorithm .
Algorithm 2: DiffStru Gibbs Sampler.
Input : Matrix Cascade C, Matrix Graph G,
WY
´1,WX´1,WU´1, α1, α2, σ2C , σ2R ,
max iteration T , burn in b, thinning k, and
latent factor D
Output: X,U,Y,Ξ
1 pN,Nq “shape (G);
2 pN,Mq “shape (C);
3 Initialize
XDˆN,RNˆN,YDˆM,UDˆN,ΛNˆN, µNˆN
randomly;
4 Initialize binary ΞNˆN and ΠNˆM from G and C;
5 for t=1,...,T do
6 Sample Rt from (23)
7 Sample each element of Ξij
t from (14)
8 Sample Xt from (22)
9 Sample Ut from (17)
10 Sample Yt from (9)
11 Sample each element of Λij
t from (20)
12 Sample µt from (15)
13 end
14 X “ k
T ´ b
T´b
kÿ
i“1
Xb`ki, Y “ k
T ´ b
T´b
kÿ
i“1
Yb`ki,
U “ k
T ´ b
T´b
kÿ
i“1
Ub`ki, Ξ “ k
T ´ b
T´b
kÿ
i“1
Ξb`ki
4.3 Predicting Missing Data
By learning the latent matrices X,Y,U, and ξ, Gˆ “
σpXTUq can be estimated. For the missing entry of G´ij ,
Gˆij is given by:
Gˆij “
"
0 ifppξij “ 0q _ pσpXT:,iU:,jq ĺ δGqq
1 else
(25)
where δG is a threshold for distinguishing links and non
links. To approximate the missing values of C´ij , first we
define the infection probability of the node i in the cascade
j with Pij , and if Pij ą δC then Cˆij is estimated by XT:,iY:,j
with mapping the negative and the out of interval r0, T s
values to uninfected state:
z “ XT:,iY:,j , Cˆij “
"
0 ifppPij ĺ δCq _ pz ă 0_ z ą T qq
z else
(26)
The infection probability matrix is defined as P “ ΠTA,
where Π is the mask diffusion matrix that we have already
defined. A is a N ˆ N infection transfer matrix, that each
8of its pi, jq elements indicates the probability of infection
propagation from node i to node j as:
AiÑj “ |pC´pi, :q X C´pj, :qq  C´pi, :q ă C´pj, :q||pC´pi, :q Y C´pj, :qq| (27)
From the diffusion observations we obtain the probability
that the simultaneous concurrence of two nodes i and j in
cascades is due to the infection transmission from i to j.
5 NUMERICAL AND SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we first describe the synthetic and real
datasets with related evaluation metrics. Then, we analyze
the performance and efficacy of DiffStru1. Since there is no
related work that addresses joint completion of the missing
parts of diffusion and structure, we separately compare
DiffStru against different methods in link prediction and
cascade prediction.
Structure part competitors: We chose Adamic Adar (AA)
[38], Resource Allocation (RA) [39], and Common Neighbor
(CN) [40] as classical link prediction methods as well as the
recent fusion matrix factorization method (FPMF) [9]. The
classical approaches calculate the similarity weight of any
unlinked pairs of nodes. By sorting the weights in ascending
order and cutting the top pairs, unobserved links can be
obtained. FPMF is a matrix factorization method that fuse
some asymmetric and symmetric topological metrics with
adjacent structure matrix to learn the latent factor of nodes
with gradient methods.
Cascade part competitors: There is no work for mining
the omitted infected nodes in the diffusion category with
estimating their infection time. To compare this part of
DiffSru, we chose a cascade prediction techique called Deep-
Diffuse [27]. DeepDiffuse tries to predict the next node in a
cascade by ranking the possible candidates with estimating
a single time. However, this method does not pay attention
to missing data, and it aims to predict the next step of the
cascade sequence by assuming that the observed steps are
complete. Therefore, to compare DeepDiffuse with DiffSru,
we should input the cascade sequence up to any missing
step point to the model in order to obtain the prediction.
Then we can compare the error of predicted next infection
time. As a baseline, we fit a polynomial regression model
(with degree one and two, named as Reg-1 and Reg-2) on
a sorted cascade sequence. Then for any missing node k,
which is infected after node i and before node j, we find
the related time from the learned regression model using
the mean indexes of node i and j, in the sequence. It is clear
that for both DeepDiffuse and baseline methods, we provide
more prior knowledge in comparison with DiffStru. Both
of these methods know position of two nodes in a cascade
where the missing was happened. Therefore, computing the
missed infection time is approximated relative to the time
of previous node. However, DiffStru does not utilize this
information.
5.1 Description of the Datasets
Synthetic: Independent of the proposed model, we gener-
ated synthetic directed graphs by resembling real social net-
works. The LFR (Lancichinetti-Fortunato-Radicchi) network
1. All codes of DiffStru can be downloaded at:
is a benchmark having interesting real-world features such
as community structure and power-law degree distribution
[41]. We generated artificial LFR networks with mixing
parameter 0.1, degree sequence exponent 2, community size
distribution exponent 1, and zero number of overlapping
nodes. Then on each graph, we simulated independent cas-
cades with different lengths using the method described in
[15]. The transmission model was exponentially distributed
with parameters: alpha=1, mixture of exponential=1 and
beta=0.5. The details of generated datasets are listed in Table
(3)
Real world: We utilized two real datasets: A Twitter dataset
during October 2010 with a network of followers and
time sequnce of retweeting between the users [42]. Also,
a Memestracker dataset with memes propagation between
websites during April 2009 with a connection graph [43].
As stated earlier, data loss in real-world datasets is un-
avoidable. Thus, creating a test scenario on these datasets
will cause an extreme lack of information, and no proper
ground-truth exists for evaluation. Therefore, we consider
a dense part of these networks (by choosing a big commu-
nity) to test and perform data deletion scenarios. The final
statistics of these datasets is listed in Table (3).
TABLE 3: Statistical properties of synthetic and real world
datasets.
Structure DiffusionDataset #nodes #links density #cascades #activities
LFR100 100 2021 0.204 200 15684
LFR400 400 19987 0.125 600 60600
Twitter 203 6642 0.162 214 2144
Memetracker 416 41404 0.239 287 4828
5.2 Evaluation Metrics
To evaluate the results of DiffStru, we compared its per-
formance from structural and diffusion points of view. The
observed G´ and C´ are the training sets, and we treat them as
known data, while the missing parts of GzG´ and CzC´ are
testing sets, and no knowledge about these sets is used in
learning our model. If the output of models are represented
with Gˆ and Cˆ, then we evaluate the reconstruction of
estimated matrices, and accuracy of different aspects with
the following metrics.
SRE: With Signal Reconstruction Error (SRE) [44], we can
evaluate the success rate in reconstructing the ground-truth
matrix - the higher this metric, the lower the recovery noise
ratio to the original matrix. For the ground-truth matrix Z,
if the estimated matrix is Zˆ, SRE metric is approximated as
[44]:
SRE “ E
“‖Z‖22‰
E
„∥∥∥Zˆ´ Z∥∥∥2
2
 (28)
AUC: Since we face an unbiased binary classification in re-
constructing the structural information (matrix G), the area
under the receiver operating characteristic curve is a useful
metric for evaluation, which is independent of the threshold
setting. AUC measures the probability of randomly selecting
linked and unlinked pairs of nodes and checking if the
probability of linked pairs is higher than unlinked pairs.
9The higher AUC value indicates the better performance of
model in classifying the two classes.
AUC “ p
ÿ
pa,bq,pc,dqPpGzG´q”
IpGˆpa, bq ą Gˆpc, dqq ` 0.5pGˆpa, bq “ Gˆpc, dqq
ı
ˆIpGpa, bq “ 1,Gpc, dq “ 0qq
{p
ÿ
pa,bq,pc,dqPpGzG´q
IpGpa, bq “ 1,Gpc, dq “ 0qq
(29)
Precision, Recall, and F-measure: By applying threshold on
probabilities of matrix Gˆ, we can map the elements to zero
and one values. The precision and recall are defined below,
and F-measure is the weighted harmonic mean of recall and
precision.
pre “ G´ “ 0^G “ 1^ Gˆ “ 1
Gˆ “ 1^ G´ “ 0 , rec “
G´ “ 0^G “ 1^ Gˆ “ 1
G “ 1^ G´ “ 0
(30)
Accuracy: Is a metric for measuring the portion of correctly
classified pairs:
ACC “ pG´ “ 0^G “ 1^ Gˆ “ 1q ` pG “ 0^ Gˆ “ 0q
G´ “ 0
(31)
MCC: The Matthews Correlation Coefficient metric [45] is
suitable for measuring quality of binary ill-balanced clas-
sification which utilizes the ratios of true positives, true
negatives, false positives, and false negatives. When the
value of this metric is near 1, the estimated value is closer to
the reality, while the value closer to 0, shows the estimator
prediction is close to random, and the ´1 value indicates a
complete disagreement.
MAP@K : The Mean Average Precision is utilized for mea-
suring the performance of DeepDiffuse [27]. If we have
#A number of missing activities, the ground-truth of these
test sample has one value, while DeepDiffuse outputs an
ordered list of nodes. MAP@K means averaging overall
prediction of #A samples based on the @K top first of the
algorithm output list. We tested K “ 10, 50, 100 here.
MAP@K “
#Ař
i“1
rIpri ĺ Kqp 1ri qs
#A
(32)
RMSE: We measure the Root Mean Square Error (RSME)
between C and Cˆ for timestamp of observed training data,
and test unobserved nodes. There is no fixed threshold limit
for RMSE and the lower value indicates better fit.
5.3 Experiments Setting
The first step towards setting inputs of experiments is sim-
ulating the missing information in all datasets. Missing data
can occur at random events, which leads to an unbiased
analysis. However, in some real cases, data missing may
happen because of sampling technique or some limitation
of APIs that are not random. For example, we cannot gather
all the connections of a high degree node that direct us
to missing data. Since we do not have any assumption
about deletion in the proposed method, we ran different
experiments for two types of missing data.
Random missing: We eliminate data with uniform distri-
butions to simulate random missingness. For this purpose,
first choose a remove rate θ P r0, 1s, then for each link of
structure or activity in the diffusion, a random value τ is
generated from uniform distribution on r0, 1s, and if (τ ă θ)
we remove that data.
Non-random missing: For a non-random scenario we ran-
domly remove the links between nodes whose outdegree is
higher than five. Besides, we calculate the activities of each
node, and activity removal is done randomly over the set of
nodes that have more than five participants.
Accordingly, in the next section, results are for two miss-
ingness scenarios: random and non-random. By default,
runs were over 1000 iterations with burn-in of 900 and
thinning of 1. If there is a change in the setting of any
scenario, we have listed the new settings.
5.4 Hyper-parameters Setting
The link prediction between any two nodes is correlated
with the structural properties of nodes so that the more
similar structural relations of two nodes will lead to more
likelihood of link existence between them. Furthermore, the
cascades that have infected more similar nodes are more
alike in their diffusion path. Suppose that ΘXij is a measure
of the structural similarity between two nodes i and j
in a network, then the larger value of ΘXij indicates the
lower distance between X:i and X:j . Therefore, for any pair
of nodes we look for the minimal value of the following
equation:
Nÿ
i“1
Nÿ
j“1
ΘXij }X:i ´X:j}22 “
Nÿ
i“1
Nÿ
j“1
Dÿ
d“1
ΘXij pXdi ´Xdjq2 “
Nÿ
i“1
Nÿ
j“1
Dÿ
d“1
pΘXijX2di ´ΘXijXdiXdjq “
Dÿ
d“1
XTd:pζX ´ΘXqXd:
(33)
where LX “ pζX ´ΘXq is a Laplacian matrix where
ζXii “
Nř
j“1
ΘXji is a diagonal matrix. This property of X is
equivalent to multivariate Gaussian distribution with zero
mean and inverse covariance matrix WX
´1 “ LX . Simi-
larly, we can model U and Y with zero mean multivariate
Gaussian densities with WU
´1 “ LU and WY ´1 “ LY as
inverse covariances.
To initialize the covariance matrix of hyper-parameters,
we can set it to an identity matrix without modeling the
correlation of nodes and cascades (independent priors) or
considering the relation of these components (correlated pri-
ors). For dependent priors, we use the similarity of nodes as
the number of common neighbors in the partially observed
structure network for ΘX and ΘU , while the similarity
of cascades is defined by the ij entry of ΘY , which is
the number of common nodes in i-th and j-th cascades.
Other hyper-parameters are set as, in Equation (26) where
δG “ 0.5, and δC in Equation (25) is set as the mean value
of all P elements. Moreover, σC2 “ 1, σR2 “ 1, D “ 8,
α1 “ 0.2, and α2 “ 0.3.
5.5 Model Analysis
In this section, we verify the impact of different parameters
on the performance of DiffStru and focus on its ability to
10
TABLE 4: Synthetic LFR datasets with 50 nodes and 50 cas-
cades over them for analyzing the performance of model in
term of network density. Following statistics are for ground-
truth (Gt) and observation (Ob). The columns from left to
right are: number of links in ground-truth structure, number
of communities in the ground-truth, density of underlying
network, density of observed network, number of activities
in the oracle cascades, and number of observed activities.
Structure Diffusion
D
at
a
#links #com den (Gt) den (Ob) #act (Gt) #act (Ob)
1 740 2 0.30 0.18 2050 1450
2 461 2 0.19 0.11 1605 1127
3 167 8 0.07 0.04 444 335
4 98 16 0.04 0.02 207 193
solve problems in various situations. The data used here
are synthetic LFR networks with parameters that are shown
in Tables (3) and (4). Some experiments are intended to
answer the following questions.
(1) What is the best size of the latent space (hyper-parameter
D)? Obviously, learning the latent factors of the model
in the smaller dimension will reduce the complexity of
inference calculations. On the other hand, the model
focuses on simultaneously completing the structure and
diffusion matrices. While the measurement metrics for
completing each of these matrices are different, we scan for
a lower dimension where the best results can be achieved
in both structure ad diffusion spaces. Because of random
initialization, we ran the model multiple times and reported
the mean and standard deviation of metrics, as shown
in Figure (6). Here, the different values of latent factor
are analyzed, and D “ 8 is the best choice with higher
mean value and lower standard deviation in terms of AUC,
precision, and F-measure for mining missing links, as well
as, lower mean and standard deviation for RMSE in finding
missing infected and uninfected activities.
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Fig. 6: Comparing structural and diffusion metrics against
different values of latent space in LFR100 dataset.
(2) How does the density of the ground-truth network
structure affects the inference of missing information? We
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Fig. 7: Impact of ground-truth density in LFR100 dataset.
Since only 60% of links are observed, the values of observed
network density are t0.023, 0.044, 0.11, 0.18u for horizontal
axis, respectively.
simulated four different LFR datasets with 50 nodes and 50
generated cascades with properties shown in Table (4) to
have various densities. Then in each dataset, we randomly
removed the activities in cascades with 0.3 rates and the
remaining 60% of links as observed data. The results are
reported based on an average of five different training
sets along with their standard deviations. The setting of
sampling was 2000 number of iterations, burn-in of 1500,
and thinning of 5. Figure (7a) shows the structural metrics
against different densities for the ground-truth graph. As
illustrated, by increasing the amount of information, the
performance of the method is increased. As shown in
Figure (7b), more links lead to better cascade estimation.
Moreover, we achieve acceptable results only by observing
approximately half of the data in structure and diffusion
layers.
(3) How is the performance of DiffStru even if there is
no activity observation for a subset of users (e.g., users
with private accounts)? In the LFR50 dataset, we used the
same removal setting as the previous analysis mentioned in
question (2), and increased the amount of data deletion by
removing the whole information of five rows of diffusion
matrix to simulate the private user profiles. In addition
to accessing half of the users activities, we did not have
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any data about the activities of five nodes of network.
Then, two settings of the proposed method (correlated and
independent priors) were tested. Figure (8) demonstrates
the result of DiffStru when the hyper-parameter covariance
matrix of prior distribution is initialized with correlated
side information, and when the priors are independent by
utilizing an identity matrix. We found that the dependent
prior can increase the performance of DiffStru for both
structure and diffusion information, especially when there
are empty rows in the cascade matrix.
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Fig. 8: Effect of using correlated values for initializing the
covariance matrix of prior distributions in LFR50 dataset.
(4) Can the learned latent factors be used for classification
problems? Each node and cascade can be represented with
an embedded D ˆ 1 vector. LFR100 and LFR400 datasets
have four and six ground-truth embedded community
structures, respectively. We visualized the network nodes
from the learned matrix X and U with the color of
their communities as shown in Figures (9a), (9c), (9b),
and (9d), by using the PCA and t-SNE methods [46]. As
illustrated in the figure, the embedded learned features
of nodes are exactly separated in space according to
their community labels, while we did not consider any
assumption on the community structure in DiffStru. Despite
node classification, we do not have any ground-truth for
comparing the cascades classifications, but their embedded
vectors based on the learned matrix Y is shown in Figures
(9e) and (9f).
(5) What is the impact of the removal rate on the
performance of DiffStru? We investigated this issue on
the LFR100 dataset. First, keeping the complete diffusion
information, we examined the effect of link removal in
the output of link mining. In this scenario, there were
no test for cascades. The infection times estimator was
tested in the training set of cascades. We randomly chose
203 samples of links from the structure network for test,
and then in experiments, we decreased the number of
observations to find out the impact of link observation
on the performance of the method, as shown in Figure
(10). Second, using the full observed graph of nodes, we
tested the different missing rates in the data of cascades.
We chose 1655 activities as test and did the experiments on
the various number of observations. Here, we evaluated
cascade information, and there were no missing links for
testing. In Figure (11), the performance of DiffStru on the
three splits of data is represented. RMSE on the training
data is almost constant, while it decreases by increasing the
number of observations in the test set, including infected
and uninfected nodes.
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Fig. 9: Visualization of learned latent feature matrices.
5.6 Comparison
We tested DiffStru against related works on two synthetics
and two real datasets. Based on the description in Section
(5.3) different missingness patterns were utilized for gen-
erating the test scenarios. The Gibbs sampler of DiffStru
was run with 5000 iterations, and burn-in of 4500 and
thinning of 5. The comparison over the structural network is
reflected in Table (6) for random missing, and Table (7) for
non-random missing. In both cases, DiffStru outperforms
others in different metrics, specially simultaneously in AUC
and F-measure, which are essential performance metrics for
imbalanced datasets. Analysis from the diffusion perceptive
is reported in Table (5). Notably, the range of RMSE value
does not have a limited ceiling. The remarkable point is
DiffStru infers any missing node of a cascade with its
infection time, but DeepDiffuse outputs a unique infection
time and sort all nodes of the network in order of their
probability that is suggested for the next infected node in the
cascade sequence. While DiffStru exactly infer the missing
node and its timestamp, one should evaluate the precision
of DeepDiffuse for discovering the node. Besides, the output
of DiffStru is a single node with a real-value time, while
DeepDiffuse ranks the nodes. We also had to report the
MAP@K metric for DeepDiffuse, while this metric is not
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Fig. 10: Impact of link removal rate on the results of link
inferring and diffusion matrix for LFR100 dataset.
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Fig. 11: Impact of cascade removal rate on the results of
infection time of diffusion matrix for LFR100 dataset.
necessary for DiffStru.
For the structural network, the ratio of unlinked pairs
against the linked nodes is too high, and hence we face
the problem of imbalanced data. AUC and F-measure are
the popular metrics for comparing the imbalanced classifica-
tion. In all cases of random and non-random missing in four
different synthetic and real datasets, DiffStru outperforms
the other methods in terms of AUC. AUC shows that the
overall performance of DiffStru at all different thresholds
is almost high. For real world data, i order to have better
interpretability, we should compare methods in terms of F-
measure by choosing the best threshold for each classifier to
explicitly assign samples to two different classes. DiffStru
is better than all the competing methods in terms of F-
measure, except for the Twitter dataset, in which the CN
method has a slightly better F-measure. The same pattern
occurs in the accuracy metric, however accuracy is not
a good metric for imbalanced applications. Moreover, the
higher SRE values indicate that the oracle adjacency matrix
is recovered with less error. On average, the performance of
DiffStru is high for the SRE criteria. For the MCC metric, the
probabilistic methods (first DiffStru, and then FPMF) have
the best performance when compared to the classical meth-
ods. Finally, the precision-recall curve for the competing
methods is shown in Figure (12). The break-even points of
DiffStru is near 0.54,0.53,0.94,and 0.79 for LFR100, LFR400,
Twitter, and Memetracker datasets, respectively which are
all higher than the other methods.
In general, DiffStru performs better than the competing
methods in terms of different metrics of Section (5.2). For the
diffusion network comparisons, due to the lack of similiar
work, we had to make unfair comparisons with DeepDiffuse
and Regression models for evaluating the RMSE of missing
infection times. DeepDiffuse provides a sorted list of nodes
instead of suggesting a specific missed node. The RMSE of
infection times for the test data, and MAP@K for predicting
the name of a node is listed in Table (5). Since the regression
models cannot detect identity of the node, the correspond-
ing table cells for MAP@K are filled with ˆ, and just RMSE
is reported for its two versions Reg-1 and Reg-2. On the
other hand, DiffStru finds the missing node with its infection
time and its RSME is reported in the table. Because of exact
inference of DiffStru, its MAP@K is always 100%, and hence
we have reported this fact by filling the corresponding cells
in the table with ´. It can be seen that despite the accurate
identification of the missing node with DiffStru, its RMSE
for infection time is in the appropriate range. In the RMSE
comparison, it is important to note that the maximum value
of RMSE is not limited to one.
6 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we presented a novel generative model called
DiffStru by combing both partially observed structure and
diffusion information of a network to efficiently infer the
missing data. By fitting suitable distributions and estimating
parameters with Gibbs sampling, we embedded the obser-
vations in a low-dimensional latent space. DiffStru learns
the latent factors during the inference, and hence can be
utilized to solve other related network classification prob-
lems such as community detection. We conducted several
experiments on synthetic and real datasets for measuring
the effectiveness of DiffStru. As a future work, instead of the
inner product of latent matrices, a deep-learning approach
can be utilized for model inference, in order to capture the
complex relations of the data. In addition, our generative
model can be extended to support more coupling relations.
APPENDIX
.1 Vec Operator Algebra
A is a mˆ n matrix and B is a nˆ p matrix then:
vecpABq “ pBT b ImqvecpAq “ pBT bAqvecpInq
“ pIp bAqvecpBq (34)
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Fig. 12: Precision-Recall curve on different four datasets. DiffStru achieves more break-even point value in compare to other
methods in completing the structural network.
TABLE 5: Comparison results for mining omitted activities of cascades in random and non random deletion.
Dataset Metrics Random Missing Non-Random MissingDiffStru DeepDiff Reg-1 Reg-2 DiffStru DeepDiff Reg-1 Reg-2
LFR100
RMSE 0.97 0.22 0.47 0.47 0.98 0.13 0.45 0.39
MAP@10 - 7.90 ˆ ˆ - 11.10 ˆ ˆ
MAP@50 - 10.20 ˆ ˆ - 13.20 ˆ ˆ
MAP@100 - 10.60 ˆ ˆ - 13.50 ˆ ˆ
LFR400
RMSE 0.48 0.05 0.26 0.24 0.49 0.03 0.26 0.23
MAP@10 - 1.11 ˆ ˆ - 1.30 ˆ ˆ
MAP@50 - 1.60 ˆ ˆ - 1.80 ˆ ˆ
MAP@100 - 1.90 ˆ ˆ - 2.00 ˆ ˆ
Twitter
RMSE 0.18 0.15 0.16 0.16 0.10 0.07 0.06 0.08
MAP@10 - 12.70 ˆ ˆ - 5.70 ˆ ˆ
MAP@50 - 15.30 ˆ ˆ - 6.80 ˆ ˆ
MAP@100 - 1.54 ˆ ˆ - 7.30 ˆ ˆ
Memetracker
RMSE 1.79 1.99 1.98 2.55 3.40 2.66 2.41 2.97
MAP@10 - 8.30 ˆ ˆ - 10.20 ˆ ˆ
MAP@50 - 10.04 ˆ ˆ - 12.00 ˆ ˆ
MAP@100 - 10.70 ˆ ˆ - 12.30 ˆ ˆ
TABLE 6: Link results for random deletion.
Dataset Methods Acc(%) F-measure(%) AUC(%) MCC SRE
LF
R
10
0
DiffStru 90.54 57.68 91.64 0.54 0.98
FPMF 89.17 55.65 90.23 0.51 0.86
CN 85.29 49.22 86.77 0.45 0.63
AA 86.85 49.89 87.53 0.45 0.71
RA 86.98 50.11 87.87 0.46 0.71
LF
R
40
0
DiffStru 93.58 58.94 92.41 0.59 0.85
FPMF 93.33 55.44 91.86 0.54 0.82
CN 93.08 58.39 92.14 0.59 0.79
AA 93.10 58.39 92.16 0.59 0.79
RA 93.09 58.40 92.15 0.59 0.79
Tw
it
te
r
DiffStru 99.50 96.40 98.76 0.96 14.34
FPMF 99.29 95.00 96.52 0.94 10.19
CN 99.50 96.43 97.30 0.96 14.49
AA 99.50 96.43 97.30 0.96 14.49
RA 99.21 94.48 97.20 0.94 9.16
M
em
et
ra
ck
er DiffStru 97.53 79.42 97.74 0.78 2.43
FPMF 94.04 51.21 91.08 0.48 0.95
CN 91.00 54.03 93.33 0.51 0.92
AA 90.99 54.50 93.52 0.52 0.90
RA 91.56 54.72 93.95 0.52 0.91
TABLE 7: Link results for non-random deletion.
Dataset Methods Acc(%) F-measure(%) AUC(%) MCC SRE
LF
R
10
0
DiffStru 67.85 56.35 91.58 0.52 0.95
FPMF 89.18 54.84 89.46 0.50 0.86
CN 85.42 49.35 86.10 0.46 0.64
AA 85.15 50.08 86.74 0.47 0.62
RA 85.90 49.80 86.96 0.46 0.65
LF
R
40
0
DiffStru 93.65 58.85 92.15 0.59 0.86
FPMF 93.55 57.99 92.08 0.57 0.86
CN 93.08 58.38 91.91 0.59 0.79
AA 93.09 58.38 91.94 0.59 0.79
RA 93.09 58.40 91.94 0.59 0.79
Tw
it
te
r
DiffStru 99.82 98.75 99.84 0.99 40.45
FPMF 99.63 97.48 98.79 0.97 19.93
CN 99.84 98.90 99.48 0.98 45.93
AA 99.84 98.88 99.49 0.98 45.93
RA 99.39 96.78 99.39 0.96 15.94
M
em
et
ra
ck
er DiffStru 70.25 80.99 98.33 0.80 2.65
FPMF 93.43 51.85 92.18 0.48 0.97
CN 93.27 55.19 94.58 0.53 0.88
AA 93.17 55.75 94.81 0.53 0.88
RA 94.08 58.03 95.46 0.55 1.00
.2 Sampling Y (Equation (10))
Using the property (4.1) equation (8) yields to (35):
P pvecpYq|´q
“ expr´1
2
Nÿ
i“1
Mÿ
j“1
ΠijpCij ´XT:i Y:jq2
σ2C
s
ˆexpr´1
2
Dÿ
d“1
pYd:WY´1Yd:Tqs
“ expp´1
2
trrpσ´2C IMqp
?
Π ˝C´?Π ˝XTYqT
IN p
?
Π ˝C´?Π ˝XTYqsq
ˆexpr´1
2
trppYWY´1YTqqs
(35)
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To convert expr´1
2
trpYWY´1YTqs to a vec format we
can multiply ID in trace.
expr´1
2
trpYWY´1YTqs “ expr´1
2
trpIDpYWY´1YTqqs
ùñ NMDpvecpYT q|vecp0MDq, pID bWY qq
(36)
Using property (4.2) and Equation (36), Equation (35) can
be written as:
P pvecpYq|´q
“ rNNM pvecp
?
Π ˝Cq|vecp?Π ˝ pXTYqq, pσ2CIM b IN qqs
ˆrNDM pvecpYq|vecp0DM q, pID bWY qqs
(37)
Then:
P pvecpYq|´q
“ rvecp?Π ˝Cq ´ vecp?Π ˝ pXTYqqsT pσ2CIM b IN q´1
rvecp?Π ˝Cq ´ vecp?Π ˝ pXTYqqs
`rpvecpYqsT pID bWY q´1rpvecpYqs
“ prpvecp?ΠqqT ˝ pvecpCqqT s ´ rpvecp?ΠqqT ˝ ppvecpYqqT q
pIM bXqsqpσ´2C IM b IN qprvecp
?
Πq ˝ vecpCqs
´rvecp?Πq ˝ ppIM bXT qvecpYqqsq
`rpvecpYqsT pID bWY q´1rpvecpYqs
(38)
To have form of Equation (9)
P pvecpYq|´q “ rvecpYq ´ µY sT
ÿ
Y
´1rvecpYq ´ µY s (39)
So for finding
ř
Y we should look forward for term
pvecpYqqTřY ´1vecpYq which is:”
pvecp?ΠqqT ˝ ppvecpYqqT qpIM bXq
ı
pσ´2C IM b IN q
rvecp?Πq ˝ ppIM bXT qvecpYqqs
`rpvecpYqsT pID bWY q´1 rpvecpYqs
“ rpvecpYqsT prpIM bXqpvecp
?
Πqpvecp?ΠqqT q ˝ pσ´2C IMN qq
pIM bXT qs
`rID bWY ´1sqrpvecpYqs
(40)
Therefore,ÿ
Y
“ rppIM bXqrpvecp
?
Πqpvecp?ΠqqT q ˝ pσ´2C IMN qs
pIM bXT qq ` pID bWY ´1qs´1
“ rprpIM bXq ˝ pσ´2C pvecpΠqqT qspIM bXT qq
`pID bWY ´1qs´1
(41)
In the same way, µY can be obtained from
pvecpYqqTřY ´1µY :
pvecpYqqT
ÿ
Y
´1
µY “
rpvecp?ΠqqT ˝ ppvecpYqqT qpIM bXqspσ´2C IM b IN q
rpvecp?ΠqqT ˝ vecpCqs
“ rpvecpYqsT rIM bXsrpvecp
?
Πqpvecp?ΠqqT q
˝pσ´2C IMN qsvecpCq
ùñ µY “
ÿ
Y
prIM bXsrpvecp
?
Πqpvecp?ΠqqT q
˝pσ´2C IMN qsvecpCqq
“
ÿ
Y
prpIM bXq ˝ pσ´2C pvecpΠqqT qsvecpCqq
(42)
.3 Sampling X (Equation (23))
Following the property (4.1) Equation (21) yields to (43):
P pvecpXq|´q
“ rNNM pvecp
?
Π ˝Cq|vecp?Π ˝ pXTYqq, pσ2CIM b IN qqs
ˆrNNN pvecpRq|vecpXTUq, pσ2RIN b IN qqs
ˆrNDM pvecpXq|vecp0q, pID bWXqqs
(43)
P pvecpXTq|´q
“ rvecp?Π ˝Cq ´ vecp?Π ˝ pXTYqqsT pσ2CIM b IN q´1
rvecp?Π ˝Cq ´ vecp?Π ˝ pXTYqqs
` rvecpRq ´ vecpXTUqsT pσ2RIN b IN q´1rvecpRq
´ vecpXTUqs ` rpvecpXTqsT pID bWXq´1rpvecpXTqs
“ prpvecp?ΠqqT ˝ pvecpCqqT s ´ rpvecp?ΠqqT ˝ ppvecpXTqqT
pY b IN qqsqpσ´2C IM b IN qprvecp
?
Πq ˝ vecpCqs
´ rvecp?Πq ˝ ppYT b IN qpvecpXTqqqsq
` ppvecpRqqT ´ rppvecpXTqqT pUb IN qqsqpσ´2R IN b IN q
prvecpRqs ´ rppUT b IN qpvecpXTqqqsq
` rpvecpXTqsT pID bWXq´1rpvecpXTqs
For writing as Equation (22), we have:
P pvecpXTq|´q “ rvecpXTq ´ µTX sT
ÿ
X
´1rvecpXTq ´ µTX s
So for finding
ř
X term pvecpXTqqT
ř
X
´1
vecpXTq is:”
pvecp?ΠqqT ˝ ppvecpXTqqT qpY b IN q
ı
pσ´2C IM b IN q”
vecp?Πq ˝ ppYT b IN qvecpXTqq
ı
` “ppvecpXTqqT qpUb IN q‰ pσ´2R IN b IN q“ppUT b IN qvecpXTqq‰` rpvecpXTqsT pID bWXq´1
“ “pvecpXTq‰ rpvecpXTqsT rpY b IN qpvecp?Πqpvecp?ΠqqT q
˝ pσ´2C IMN qqpYT b IN qsrvecpXTqs
` rpvecpXTqsT rpUb IN qpσ´2R INN qpUT b IN qsrvecpXTqs
` rpvecpXTqsT pID bWX´1qrpvecpXTqs
Finally,ÿ
X
“ rrpY b IN qppvecp
?
Πqpvecp?ΠqqT q ˝ pσ´2C IMN qq
pYT b IN qs
` rpUb IN qpσ´2R INN qpUT b IN qs ` pID bWX´1qs´1
Then from pvecpXTqqTřX´1µXT , µXT is:
trpvecp?ΠqqT ˝ ppvecpXTqqT qpY b IN qspσ´2C IM b IN q
rpvecp?ΠqqT ˝ vecpCqsu ` trpvecpXTqqT pUb IN qs
pσ´2R IN b IN qrvecpRqsu
“ rvecpXTqsT rprpY b IN qpvecp
?
Πqpvecp?ΠqqT q˝
pσ´2C IMN qsrvecpCqsq ` ppUb IN qpσ´2R IN b IN qvecpRqqs
ùñ µTX “
ÿ
X
prprpY b IN qpvecp
?
Πqpvecp?ΠqqT q˝
pσ´2C IMN qsrvecpCqsq ` ppUb IN qpσ´2R IN b IN qvecpRqqsq
15
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